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Figure S1: Illustration of the Auxin transport and PIN1 cycling models. A) AH (weak acid form)
transport. B) A− (anion form) transport. Note that also the A− influx is dependent on Pij . This rate is
low compared to the efflux, and this mechanism is not illustrated in the figure. C) PIN1 cycling model.

and Mitchison [7]. We allow auxin to appear in two forms within the plant, a weak

acid (AH) and anion (A−) form. While AH can penetrate the membrane passively, A−

needs to be actively transported, which in our model is assumed to be mediated by PIN1

located at the membrane. We assume that the reaction A−+H ↔ AH is fast and the pH

dependent equilibrium fractions are used. As the pH differs between cytoplasm and walls

the fraction of the different auxin variants in different compartment types are explicitly

accounted for (f
cell/wall

A−/AH ). These fractions are also dependent on pK = −log(A−H+/AH),

and are given by fA− = 10pH−pKd/(1 + 10pH−pKd), and fAH = 1/(1 + 10pH−pKd). Since

the PIN mediated active auxin transport is dependent on the electro-chemical gradient

between the cytoplasm and the apoplast, additional asymmetric factors, Nefflux/influx,

are used to describe the dependence on the membrane potential [1, 7, 6]. These factors

are defined by Ninflux = Neffluxe
Φ = ΦeΦ/(eΦ − 1), where Φ = zV F/RT . z is the

valence, V is the membrane potential, F is the Faraday constant, R is the gas constant,

and T is the absolute temperature.

Cellular efflux is modeled using a passive transport rate defined as Defflux = pAHf cell
AH ,

and an active rate defined by Tefflux = pA−f cell
A− Nefflux. The f cell

AH ,f cell
A− are the fractions
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